Effects of Different Methods for Achieving Situational Awareness on Cerebral Blood Flow in Nurses in an Observational Setting
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Abstract

When nurses make natural decisions in practical settings, appropriate actions to decrease errors and improve patient safety follow decisions based on proper situational awareness that includes integration of past experiences, the current situation, and future predictions. We established an observational setting where nurses performed environmental arrangement to serve as a setting where they could practice routine situational awareness. This provided an opportunity to consciously practice situational awareness during observation in this setting and then measure cerebral blood flow in the same setting. The aims of this design were to elucidate the effects on cerebral blood flow by comparing different methods of practicing situational awareness and to investigate effective methods of practicing situational awareness.

We performed a randomized, comparative study of different situational awareness methods with 61 nurses with experience of working in hospital wards. These nurses were randomly assigned to one of three groups according to the different situational awareness methods (writing, oral, and implicit groups). We measured cerebral blood flow changes using the near infrared spectroscopy device placed at two positions on the participant's forehead. A visual analog scale was used for the subjective evaluation of participant characteristics. For statistical analyses, we used a Wilcoxon test to compare the results for each group before and after implementing situation awareness methods; Kruskal–Wallis or Mann–Whitney tests and Bonferroni procedure were used to compare the results between three groups.

The provision of opportunities to practice situational awareness had the following effects on cerebral blood flow: (1) left and right total Hb values increased after situational awareness in both the writing and oral groups; (2) right total Hb values in the pre-situational awareness task in the oral group were high; and (3) left and right total Hb values during situational awareness were high in the oral group.

The use of writing and oral methods by nurses for situational awareness was found to promote the brain activity not only during the process of situational awareness but also during the observations after situational awareness.
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Background

Healthcare professionals make various natural decisions based on their experiences and knowledge to decrease errors and improve patient safety [1]. Natural decision making [2] consists of three steps, i.e., situational awareness, decision, and performance of action, and the outcomes of the action are fed back. Therefore, even highly skilled experts fail to make appropriate natural decisions if the situation is perceived incorrectly. When nurses make natural decisions in practical settings, decisions that are based on proper situational awareness, including the integration of past experiences, the current situation, and future predictions, lead to appropriate actions [3]. Therefore, situational awareness cannot be achieved unconsciously by the individual on the basis of previous individual knowledge or experience. It is also not dependent on the individual's abilities or responsibilities. Instead, it is important to encourage appropriate behavior by creating opportunities to promote appropriate situational awareness. There have been previous reports that have measured situational awareness using an assessment tool [4] and that have discussed the importance of integrating information [1] and the necessity for education and training [5]. However, the effects of creating opportunities for situational awareness and methods to promote situational awareness have not been clarified.

The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology initiated the "Brain Science and Education" project in Japan in 2001. This project aims to investigate topics such as attentiveness, motivation, curricula, and teaching methods as well as to provide an objective evaluation and determine a scientific rationale. Given these current conditions, the use of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) to evaluate brain activity has been attracting attention on a global scale in recent years [6,7]. NIRS can estimate changes in blood flow in the cerebral cortex through probes on the surface of the skin, and can monitor these changes over time in a non-invasive manner, even during tasks that require the subject to move [8]. Therefore, NIRS is increasingly used in studies related to teaching and learning. Neurovascular coupling refers to the changes in cerebral hemodynamics that occur when cerebral blood vessels dilate during
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brain activity. This mechanism is used as an index to evaluate cerebral activity, [9] and studies have shown that cerebral blood flow increases during intense thinking and ceases to increase when understanding is achieved [10,11]. In conclusion, if cerebral blood flow increases during situational awareness, it signifies that the person is thinking intensely about situational awareness. Accordingly, we believed that this might affect subsequent actions.

Based on this information, we considered it useful to offer nurses opportunities to consciously practice situational awareness to promote situational awareness. We also considered that evaluating cerebral activity while using different situational awareness methods would provide an insight into methods to effectively practice situational awareness.

Aim

We established an observational setting where nurses performed environmental arrangement to serve as a setting where they could practice routine situational awareness. This provided an opportunity to consciously practice situational awareness during observation in this setting and then measure cerebral blood flow in the same setting. The aims of this design were to elucidate the effects on cerebral blood flow by comparing different methods of practicing situational awareness and to investigate effective methods of practicing situational awareness.

Methods

Research Design

We performed a randomized, comparative study of different situational awareness methods.

Participants

Subjects were required to be experienced in environmental arrangement as the observational setting that was established posed the challenge of environmental arrangement to nurses. Therefore, we selected nurses with current or previous experience of working in a hospital ward. If nurses were no longer active in wards, they could still be included if they had performed ward work within the preceding 3 years. The experiment was performed between January 9 and March 3, 2014.

Participants were recruited through the University home page. A total of 62 nurses in the Kanto region (one metropolitan area and four prefectures) in Japan volunteered to participate. One applicant was excluded as the applicant did not meet the inclusion criteria. The study population therefore included 61 participants. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects before their enrollment in the study.

The participants were randomly assigned to one of the three groups based on the different situational awareness methods using a random number table (writing group [n=21], oral group [n=20], and implicit group [n=20]).

Protocol

A private room was used as a laboratory. The humidity and temperature were adjusted to 19.4 ± 2.3°C and 28.7 ± 4.3%, respectively, to avoid affecting implementation of the task (Figure 1).

Researchers explained the experiment to participants and then asked them to answer a self-administered questionnaire. Participants were asked to sit on a chair in front of a tablet PC (Windows 8 DELL Optiplex 9010AIO) placed on a desk. An NIRS device was attached to the center of the forehead of each participant during the study and then was performed.

A description of the task was displayed on the tablet PC, and researchers explained to participants that operation and selection could be performed by touching the screen during the task. All participants were given a 5-min period to practice the tablet PC operations and then given 1 min to rest. The following instructions were provided: (1) The participant would observe a hospital room (to be displayed as a still image on the PC screen) as he/she would do in actual environmental arrangement and (2) The participant would be then required to touch items pertinent to environmental arrangement on the screen. During the task, a still image was displayed on the screen that showed a living environment in a hospital room, and participants were asked to observe the hospital room image as nurses.

After the first task, participants filled out a subjective survey (using a visual analog scale [VAS]) and were given an opportunity to practice situational awareness. Participants in the writing, oral, and implicit groups performed the tasks using methods that were assigned to each group. They were then given another 1-min break, performed the second task, completed the subjective survey (VAS), and concluded the experiment.

To prevent information from being leaked, the experiment was conducted on one participant at a time. Participants were instructed to refrain from disclosing the contents of the experiment. A single researcher conducted the entire experiment in a reproducible manner to increase the reliability of the experiment.
**Intervention method**

The opportunities provided for practicing situational awareness involved participants answering questions while looking at the still image which represented the task. Questions about situational awareness were as follows: (1) perception of elements in the image (current situation); (2) comprehension of current situation, and (3) projection of future status. These three components are based on Endsley's internal processes of situational awareness [2]. Participants had 60 s to answer each question. Participants in the writing group were requested to enter the above-mentioned contents into the tablet PC, while those in the oral group answered questions verbally to the tablet PC. Those in the implicit group were requested to remember what they thought.

**Evaluation methods**

**Attributes**

Information on participant’s age, sex, educational background, and experience in the ward was collected using a self-administered questionnaire. Participant characteristics, including intuitive judgment, logical judgment, tablet PC usage, fatigue felt during the experiment, and drowsiness felt during the experiment, were also evaluated using a VAS.

**Cerebral blood flow**

As the prefrontal cortex is involved in short-term retention of information, processing of working memory, and an executive function necessary to perform a series of purposeful activities [12,13], we measured cerebral blood flow changes at two positions on the participant’s forehead using the NIRS device (HOT121B: HITACHI). The 1ch and 2ch probes were placed over the right and left prefrontal cortex regions, respectively, with the Fz point (frontal midline) as the reference, in accordance with the international 10-20 system. We measured the Brodmann area 10, which is a part of the frontal association area that controls higher mental functions and natural decisions, as an index. The measurements were performed continuously over time from the time of calibration to the completion of the second task.

NIRS is a method that involves illumination of the scalp with near infrared light of different wavelengths and measuring changes in cerebral blood flow based on differences in absorbance. The method uses total Hb as an index of blood flow. Because data from NIRS measurements indicate relative changes in total Hb in reference to the cerebral blood flow at calibration, the possible range of total Hb values varies among different individuals. We thus focused on the maximum amplitude value during the task and used normalized total Hb values (z score) for the analyses. In this study, after subjecting total Hb obtained with NIRS to 10-s moving average processing, z score=(xi-x)/SD, the maximum amplitude value (xi) divided by the standard deviation (SD) for the mean total Hb (X) in the 10-s rest period, immediately before starting the task, was calculated.

**VAS**

When performing subjective evaluation during the tasks, a VAS was used to evaluate whether participants ‘consciously observed,’ ‘repeatedly observed,’ or ‘observed while thinking about a reason’. A score of 100 was assigned when participant’s observation of an item met the above criteria very well, whereas a score of 0 was assigned when the observation did not meet the criteria at all.

**Statistical analysis**

For statistical analyses, we used a Wilcoxon test to compare the results for each group before and after implementing situational awareness analyses; Kruskal–Wallis or Mann–Whitney tests and Bonferroni procedure were used to compare the results between three groups. Before these tests, the Shapiro–Wilk test was used to confirm that all the data did not fall under a normal distribution curve. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 24, and the level of significance was set at 5%.

**Ethics**

The study was performed with the approval of the Tokyo Medical and Dental University Ethical Review Board. Before the experiment, we provided the participants with verbal and written explanations regarding the study purpose, before obtaining informed consent. The participants were informed that they would be placed at no disadvantage whether or not they participated and that their privacy would be protected. In addition, they were informed that the information obtained would not be used for any purpose other than the study, their personal identity would be protected and not specified in publications, and they could withdraw from participation during the experiment.

**Results**

**Participant attributes**

No significant differences were found in participant age, sex, educational background, years of experience, and ward work experience, which minimized the scope for bias as a group (Table 1). There were no differences in judging, mental summarization, verbal description, writing, touch panel usage, drowsiness on the day of experiment, and fatigue on the day of experiment (Table 2). These results allowed us to conclude that there was no bias among the participants, and all participants were equivalent except for the intervention factor.
Changes in cerebral blood flow (Figure 2) and VAS (Table 3) during the task

During the task before situational awareness, total Hb values on the left (left total Hb values) in the writing, oral, and implicit groups were 0.51 (Q 0.22), 0.59 (Q 0.47), and 0.82 (Q 0.56), respectively; total Hb values on the right (right total Hb values) were 0.73 (Q 0.44), 0.62 (Q 0.58), and 0.78 (Q 0.57), respectively. There were no significant differences in this respect on both sides (p>0.05). In contrast, during the task after situational awareness, left total Hb values in the writing, oral, and implicit groups were 0.85 (Q 0.85), 1.06 (Q 0.78), and 0.55 (Q 0.49), respectively; and the right total Hb values were 1.13 (Q 0.66), 1.11 (Q 0.85), and 0.68 (Q 0.50), respectively. There was a significant difference between the oral group and the implicit group (p=0.019); the right total Hb value in the oral group was the highest among the three (Figure 2).

On comparing the values for the pre- and post-situational awareness tasks, significant differences were observed for the left total Hb (p=0.000) and right total Hb (p=0.004) values in the writing group and for the left total Hb (p=0.010) and right total Hb (p=0.005) values in the oral group; post-situational awareness values were better in all cases; however, the difference was not statistically significant in the implicit group (Table 3).

Table 2: Attributes of participants (VAS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Situational awareness</th>
<th>After Situational awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>Oral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=21</td>
<td>n=20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consciously observed</td>
<td>69.0 (Q9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeatedly observed</td>
<td>69.0 (Q9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed thinking about a reason</td>
<td>76.0 (Q8.6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are median and Quartile deviation
Discussion

Effects of creating opportunities to practice situational awareness on cerebral blood flow

The effects that providing opportunities to practice situational awareness had on cerebral blood flow were identified when we compared pre- and post-situational awareness values. These were as follows: (1) left and right total Hb values increased after situational awareness in the writing and oral groups; (2) right total Hb values in the pre-situational awareness task in the oral group were high; and (3) left and right total Hb values during situational awareness were high in the oral group.

Because total Hb in the writing and oral groups significantly increased during observation while performing the task after situational awareness, we thought that the opportunity to use the writing or oral method to achieve situational awareness enhanced the brain activity and approximated the changes associated with more intensive thinking. On the other hand, no significant differences were observed between pre- and post-situational awareness total Hb values in the implicit group. We therefore believe that despite the fact that opportunities to practice situational awareness were provided, there were no effects on the brain activity when an implicit method was used. As the left and right total Hb values in the implicit group were both lower than those in the oral group, similar to the findings for cerebral blood flow during situational awareness, we now know that brain activity during these times is suppressed.

The prefrontal cortex, which was used as a measurement index during the present study, performs activities associated with executive function. These include working memory, which is a mechanism for short-term retention and processing of information and performing goal-oriented activities [12]. Executive function is the ability to perform voluntary, purposeful actions; it includes setting intentions and objectives, developing plans, making purposeful goal-oriented actions, and acting effectively [12]. The task in this study was to observe a still image of a hospital room as a nurse. When nurses perform observation, executive function is important for helping them understand the current situation and predict the future based on past experiences and knowledge. Therefore, executive function of the prefrontal cortex is important for a nurse. The enhanced prefrontal cortex activity when practicing situational awareness in the writing and oral groups and the subsequent observations most likely reflect the effect of thinking and a conscious effort to observe more attentively, thus leading to active situational awareness.

Broca’s area is the largest portion of the outer left prefrontal cortex. This area is involved in language activities such as speech, verbal thinking, and grammar [14]. The left prefrontal cortex is activated during a verbal working memory task [15]. The right hemisphere has also been verified to be predominant during visual spatial perception by means of event-related potential and other means [16,17]. The right dorsolateral portion in particular has been shown to be involved in switching visuospatial attention and controlling cognitive processes for the processing of the central execution system [18].

The results of this study suggest that effects of situational awareness on the subsequent observation were not limited to facilitation of verbal understanding as an execution function, but also extended to visual perception as cerebral blood flow in the left and right prefrontal areas increased during the induced situational awareness by writing and oral means, which are expressed as language. This is also supported by significantly increased VAS scores for “repeatedly observed” in the writing group, and there seems to be a visual appeal that urges participants to repeatedly watch the hospital room environment in the task picture.

These findings suggest that situational awareness was achieved in the writing and oral groups; this occurred during situational awareness as well as during observation after situational awareness. These factors acted on natural decision making to result in enhanced brain activity during observation after situational awareness.

Table 3: Change in subject evaluation before and after situational awareness (VAS)

When VAS was used for scoring after the situational awareness task, there were no significant differences in intergroup comparisons before or after situational awareness. In the comparisons between before versus after situational awareness, the VAS for “repeatedly observed” in the writing group significantly increased after situational awareness (p<0.02).

Intergroup comparison of cerebral blood flow at the situational awareness opportunity (Figure 3)

With respect to changes in cerebral blood flow during situational awareness, left total Hb values in the writing, oral, and implicit groups were 1.07 (Q 0.63), 1.41 (Q 0.59), and 0.18 (Q 0.37), respectively; a significant difference was found between the writing group and the oral group (p=0.00). Right total Hb values in the writing, oral, and implicit groups were 1.46 (Q 0.51), 2.14 (Q 1.01), and 0.53 (Q 0.42); significant differences in this respect were observed between the writing group and the implicit group and between the oral group and the implicit group (p=0.00, p=0.0) (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Intergroup comparison of cerebral blood flow at situational awareness opportunity

Values are shown as median and Q deviation. Significant differences between groups (p<0.05: Mann-Whitney U test-Bonferoni) and between before and after (p<0.05: Wilcoxon sign rank test)
Future utilization of the opportunity to perform situational awareness

From the standpoint of brain activity and current understanding, it has been reported that habitual visual image stimuli, such as those encountered during games, are not transmitted as information to the prefrontal cortex [19]. In other words, one starts responding to stimuli reflexively without questioning or thinking, which retains the ambiguous understanding as is. The same phenomenon may be applicable to nurses; making judgments and actions based on previous experiences without conscious reasoning in practical settings is likely to lead to inappropriate natural decisions. This may in turn increase the probability of errors. For nurses to protect patient safety and to practice nursing skills supported by scientific evidence using the latest knowledge and technologies, it is important that nurses as practitioners learn to develop situational awareness in the context of the action, reflect on implicit knowledge during the action, expressly question this knowledge, and reflect and understand it in order to implement future actions [20,21].

The purpose of inducing situational awareness by using writing and oral methods in the present study was to formalize the thinking of situational awareness during observation. This method facilitated the action of the prefrontal cortex not only during situational awareness but also in the subsequent observation. In other words, after situational awareness, the observation was likely to be accompanied by thinking, rather than a mere reflexive response to the stimulus of the still image. This indicates that the situational awareness not only affects that scene but also the subsequent observations. Conversely, the implicit method did not act on the prefrontal cortex and made no difference to the subsequent observation.

These findings suggest that opportunities to formalize the thinking of situational awareness through writing and oral means may be utilized in nursing practice in the future.

Study limitations and future tasks

No significant differences in cerebral blood flow were found between the writing and oral groups in this study. In addition, we did not study the quality or quantity of verbalized content in response to the situational awareness stimulus. Writing and oral methods are identical in terms of formalizing thought processes but are differentially processed to achieve it. Therefore, effects of different situational awareness methods other than those on cerebral blood flow and the analysis of formalized content remain to be studied in the future.

Conclusion

The effects that providing opportunities to practice situational awareness had on cerebral blood flow were identified when we compared pre- and post-situational awareness values. These were as follows: (1) left and right total Hb values increased after situational awareness in the writing and oral groups; (2) right total Hb values in the pre-situational awareness task in the oral group were high; and (3) left and right total Hb values during situational awareness were high in the oral group. The use of writing and oral methods by nurses for situational awareness was found to promote the brain activity not only during the process of situational awareness but also during the observations after situational awareness.
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